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SPECIFICATIONS 

kAN~£5 Qf ~~ASUREMEHT 
Frequency; 20 Ht to 20kHz. 

lmt:~erhmee and Admittal'¢te~- "(> to + ""· 
t.Jnr.:nowt~ is measured as an !mpe<lance if the resistarn:e ls 

ress th.an 1000 0 and the f@:ctance Is less than 1000 {fo/f)O. 
Unknown is measured as an admittance if the absolute <:nn· 

ductance i$ less than 1000 ,u.O and the absolote sUSCCfitance Is 
less than 1000 {tlf,}_uU. 

ACGUR'A(;Y {Wtlh unl!:nown grcunded) 

R~ ::!::1% ± (2 n on main dial or 0.2 0 (ln AF< dial} ±0,0002"' frn1X. 
G: ::!:1% ::t (2 pU on main G dial or 0,2 ;oO on AG dial) 

::ti:l.0002fv-'>B. 

X1 ±l% ::t (2fdf 0 on main X dlal or 0.2f.,lf 0 on AX dial} 
:±::-<t0002f....,R, 

8! ±l'f,.:!:: {2f}f, J.<U on main e dial or 0.2fJf, pO on AB dial} 
;t;0,0002f • ...G. 

These expressions are valid for R and G up to 20 l<:H;r; tor X 
2nd e the 1% Hum is valid up to 7 ":Jt;r; above 1 kH;r it becomes 

2%, above 15 kHz. 3%. Slightly larger «rrors occ\ir at high fr&
queneies for direct w delta measurements. 

GENERAL 

Aee~ssori•• Supptll,d: 2711-NP Pa«;h CQr(f, 874-R34 Patch Cord. 
A:eeessorles Ru;u!Uitf! Generator and Detector, 124D-A Bridge 
Oscillator-Octector recommended. 

Germrator: 13li·A Oscillator recornrnendi!d or 1210-C or UlOA 
Max sate voltage on bridge is 130 \1 rms. giving <32 V on \I"' 
known, 

Dete<:tor: 1232,A recommended. 
Mounting; tab-Bench Cabinet. 
llimensions (width x hRight x depth): 12th x 13VJ x S\1;! ln. {320 
x 345 x 220 mmJ. 
weigflb Net, 21Y7 lb no kg). shipping, 311b (14.5 kt). 

1603·9701 1603-A Z•Y Bridge 
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Figure J.,J. Panel vieu• of the Type 160J .. A Z~Y Bridge. 

(For legend, see page 2), 
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INTRODUCTION 

SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE. 

The Type 1603-A z.y Bridge (Figure 1·1) is an 
audlo~frequeilcy bridge that can measure any impedance 
connected to its terminals. From short drcuir to open 
circuit, real or imaginary, positive or negative, a bridge 
balance can easily be obtained. Good accuracy is ob
tainable over a very wide range. 

The z.y Bridge measures the Cartesian coordin .. 
ates of complex impedance in obms (series resistance 
and reactance. each carrying the same current; see FigM 
ure 1-2) or the Cartesian coordinates of complex admit· 
tance in micromhos (parallel conductance and :suscept" 
anec subjected to the fuU terminal voltage; see Figure 

1-3). 

1.2 DESCRIPTION. 

1.2.1 GENERAL. The Type 1603-A Z·Y Bridge uses a 
conventional resistance~capadtance bridge circuit (see 

Figure 1.,.,4) and operates in the ftequency range from 20 

IMPEDANCE 

z,~ 
x, 

ADMITTANCE 

Figure 1§2. 

Resistance Rx in series with 
inductive (positive} or 

capacitive: (negative) 
reactance X x· 

z,. (ohms) • Rx + fXx 

Figure J.,J. 
ConJ:uctance G x in parallel 

with •'nductive (negative} 

01' capaciUve (positive) 
susceptance Bx. 

Y x (p.mhos} • Gx + iBx 

cps to 20 kc. A caHbrated oscillator or suitable genera .. 
tor (such as the Type 1210-C Unit RC Oscillator) is re .. 
quired to drive the bridge and a nuU~balance det:ector 
(such as the Type 1232-A Tuned Amplifier and Null De· 
tectoc) is required to indicate bridge balance. A Type 
274-NP Patch Cord and a Type 874-R34 Patch Cord are 
supplied to connect the bridge to the generator and de
tector. 

1.2.2 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS. The following 
symbols and abbreviations are used in this instructioA: 
book: 

ac - alternating""(.:ur:tent 
B - susceptance, imaginary patt of an admittance 

C "" capacitan<::e 
cps - cydes pt>r st>con.:J 

D d
. . • I R G 

.. tsstpatwn factor D *-c-•-
' Q X B 

de * direct .. current 
emf .. electromotive force 

Figure 1·4. 
F.lementary schematic tliagmm 
of the Type 1603-A Z-Y BridE•· '---..:_ _____ .., 

1 
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f ~ frequency 

G ~conductance, G =.!..(only if X = 0) 
R 

1 .. current 

j .. imaginary operator, i 2 = -1 

K, k 1 k 2 ,. bridge constants 
kc .. kilocycles per second 
kn · kilohms 
L .. inductance 
M .. correcdon factor 

c ~resistance 
X .. reactance, imaginary part of an impedance 
Y ~admittance~ Y cG + jB 
Z - impedance? Z e: R + jX 
8 ~ change in 
6 .. initial balance 
e,. phase angle 
;.:1 • microfarad, 1 p.f '* 1 x 10-6 f 
jib ~ microhenry. 1 ,uh = 1 x 10-6 h 

pf • picofar•d, 1 pf = I x 10-6 p.f = I p.p.f 

Jmlho, pU- micromho~ 1 ~U ""'1 x 10""6 U 
7T· 3.14!6 

R' G2 n. ohm 
PF .. power factor 1 PF =----

R2+X2 G'+B2 w • angular frequency, w = 2 1T f 

I X !3 
Q .. storage !actor, Q =-= - =

D R G 

R- resistance. R =~(only if B = 0) 
G 

1.2.3 CONTROLS AND CONNECTORS. The following 
table I.ists the controls and connectors on the Type 
1603-JI. Z· Y Bridge: 

TABLE I. COHTROLS AHD CONNECTORS 

Fig" l-l Name Type Futu;:tlon 

Ref No, --
I fo 3-posiiioo Changes the valUes df fi~tcd bridge 

rotary switch components by factors of ten to 

permit measurement at any audi.o 

frequency. 

2 Measurement 6-posJtion Selects conditions lot initial Z or 

rotary switch Y measurement, final Z or Y me as~ 

urement, and normal or reversed 

measurement. 

3 INIHAL llAL Continuous rotary For normal substitution measure~ 

!JX OR l:.ti cot.trol with dial ments, sets initial balance of X or 

G cnmpanent. 

4 INITIAL llAL Continuous rmary For normal substitution measure-

llRORllll contwl with dial mertts, sets initial balance for R 

or B component, 

5 X OR G Continuous rotary For normal substitution mea~mre~ 

control witb dlal ment, sets final balance for X or 

and vernier G component. 

6 R OR ll Continuous rotary For normal substitution measure· ' 

contror with dial ment. sets final balance for R or 

and vernier B componenc 

i 
7 GENI?RATOR Pair of binding Connection for e~u.•rnd gener· 

posts ator. 

! 8 {)fi'ft::CTOR Three binding Connection for C>::ternal null 

posts detector. 

9 VNI<.NOWN Pair of binding Connection for comronent to 

posts be meas:ure{L 
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SECTION 2 

OPERATING 

2.1 GENERATOR CONNECTlOH. 

Use an a<: generator of known operating frequency 

between 20 cps and 20 kc. l'he General Radio Type 
1210-C Unit RC Oscillator is a recornmcndcd source. To 
make the bridge direct reading, the generator frequency 

musr be 100 cps, 1 kc, or 10 kc, and the fo switch set to 

the same value. 

The maximum voltage rhat nay be applied to the 

bridge is 130 volts rms with the {0 switch at W kc or 
1.0 kc. With the fo switch at 0. [ kr.:, rile maxin:um volt

age depends on the generator frequency. as shown in 
Figure 2-t. Since this switch can be set to lO kc or 

LO kc for the frequencieo:; abovt' 450 cps, 130 v(')h<; is 

the usual maximum voltage. A 60-cycle power !ine rr,ay 
he u.<:;ed for hO·cycle me:oJsuremt:'nts, provided that a l:l 

jsolation transformer is interposed between the line and 

the bndge. The setting of the /
0 

switch is exrlained in 

paragraph 2.5. 
Connect the genernror to the CENF:'RATOU termin· 

als of the Type 1603-A, 1\'ith the 1ow side connected to 
the cerm.inal that is grounded to the bridge paneL 

2.2 DETECTOR CONNECTION. 

Connect the black insulated IH!TF.CTOR terminal 
to the grounded terminal, uslng the connecting link, to 
measure tl1e unkncwn a::. a grcunded impedam;e 01 admit· 

cance (rhe usual trpe cf measurement; for measurement 

of ungrounded componems, refer to paragraph 5. ~). 

OPERA TIHG PROCEOUR 

PROCEDURE 

Connect a General Radio Type 1232-A Tuned Am

plifier and ~ull Detector, Type 12J2·A Vnit Null Detec· 
tor, or other suitable null-balance detector across the rt>d 
and black DETFCJ OR terminals, with the high input of 
the detector connected to the ted terminal. Unless the 

detector is logarithmic in response, Jt should contain 
some means for monitoring its sensitivity. ln the meas" 
urement of nonlinear elements, such as iton"cored indue· 

tors, a tuned selective detector is preferable. 

2.3 CONNECTION OF THE UNKNOWN, 

Connect the unkr.owr. circuit element or network 
tn the l!NRNOWN terminals on the bridge panel. Connect 

the end of the unknown that is grounded, or that has the 
higher capacitance to gr<JunJ, to the l~nw unknown tee" 

rr.ir.al. Leave the unknown thus connected while the dew 
sired measurements ace made. 

2.4 DECIDING WHETHER TO MEASURE Z OR Y. 

2.4. 1 GENERAL. The unknown can sometimes be ~cas· 
ured as either a.n impedance, Zx, or an admittance, Yx, 
but in most Instances, it can be ~easured only as one or 

the othet. 

If the approximate value of the component to be 

measured is known, use figures 2·2 and 2~3 to determine 
which type of measurement should be made. Figure 2~2 
shews the limits of impedance measurement and Figure 

FREQUENCY 

Fit>,ure Z.J. Maximum voltage that may be applied to the Z.-l' Bridge with the f0 switch set at 0,1 kc. 
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~--T_Y_P_E_l_6_03_-A __ Z_-Y __ B_R_ID_G_E ________________________________ ___ 

Figure 2·2. lrnpedance .. measurernent Umils of the 
Type l6DJ·A Z· Y llridge. 

Figure 2-J. lldrr:illctnce .. mettsuremf'nllimiJs of the 

Type 1601-A z.y llridge. 

2-3 shows the limits of admittance measurement.'!>_ Note 

that the imaginary scale for these plots is a function of 

, h I lo 
e1t erfo orT. The range for the imaginary part can 

therefore be extended by appropriate choke of f0 (refer 

ro paragraph 2. 5}. 

It rhe approximate value of the component to be 

measured is nor known, make a tdal balance as outlined 

in paragraph 2.4.2, 2.4.3, or 2.4.4 to &eterminc whether 
the unknown should be measured as an impedance or an 
admittance. 

The components ofY x (in pmho:s) can be computed 
from the componenrs of Zx (in ohms} and vice versa by 
means of the conMruction described in Appendix l or 

by the transfer equatl:oos in Appendix 2. 

4 

2.4.2 CAN THE UNKNOWN BE MEASURED AS AN IM
PEDANCE? To find out, connect the generator, detec

t()(, and unknown to the bddge, set the fo switch to the 
nearest frequency above the generatOf frequency, se,t the 
measurement switch to NOR. MAL Z INITIAL BAL. and 

adjust both 6 controls for balance. Then set the me as· 
urement switch to 7. MEASVRf! and adjust the main con~ 
trois for balance. If balance occurs within the ranges of 

both main djals, the unknown can be measured as an im
pedance, H the balance is ortscale on either dial. the 

unknown must be measured as an admittance. 

2.4.3 CAN THE UNKNOWN BE MEASURED AS AN AD
MITTANCE? To find out, connect the generator, detec
tor and unknown to the bridge, set the / 0 switch to the 
nearest frequency below the generator frequency, set 
the measurement sey.•itch to NnU.\tAL }' lNI"rtAL DAL, 

and adjust both 6 controls fot balance. Then set the 

the measurement switch to Y MRASPRI: and adiust the 
main connob fot bai<'H'ICe. U the firml balance occurs 
within the ranges of both main dials, the unknov.rn can be 
measured as an: admittance. If the balance is oHscale 
on either main dial, the unknown must b<! measured as an 

impedance. 

2.4.4 MEASUREMENT AS EITHER IMPEDANCE OR AD
MITTANCE. If, in the tests described in paragraphs 
2.4.2and 2A.3, the main diats are on scale ln both cases, 
the operator has a choice oi measuring the giv-en unknown 
a;,: "n impr:-dan('f" or as an admittance. Set> Figures 2-2 
and 2·3. 

r---------~N=O~T=E------------~ 

For any specific measurement, the .meas

urement switch must be used either ex· 
elusively in its three left·hand positions 
(Zx measurement) or exclusively in its 
three right~hand positions {Y x measure~ 
rnent). For example, never foHow an lni~ 
tial Z balance with a final Y balance. 

2.S SETT1NG THE fo SW1TCH. 

When the operating frequency is 100 cps, 1 kc, or 

10 kc, set the fo switch to the same frequency for direct~ 
reading measurements. For other operating frequencies, 
set the f0 switch to the nearest frequency above the gen

eratot frequency for impedance measurements and to the 

nearest frequency below the generator frequency for ad~ 

mittancerneasurements, The ratio of~ should be between 
{ 

0.! and !0. 
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For maximum precision, first make a trial balance 
with the fo switch ser as specified in the precedin~ para· 
graph. For an impedance measurement, if the final Xx 
balance is offscale on either end, set the / 0 switch to 

the next higher frequency; or if the final Xx balance is 

onscale but less than 105 ohms, set the fo switch to the 
next lower value. For an admittance measurement, H 
the final Bx balance is off scale on either end, set the fo 
switch to the next lower value; or if the final Bx balance 

is onscale but less than 105 ,umhos set the fo switch to 

the next higher value. 

If the generator frequency is not the same as the 

fo switch setting, multiply the Xx indication in imped-

ance measurements byJE, and multiply the Bx indication 
. d . f f 
tn a mntance measurements byT. 

0 

2.6 NORMAL MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE. 

·To measure an unknown under normal conditions, 
proceed as follows: 

a, Connect the generator. detector, and unknown to 

the appropriate terminals on the bridge. 

b. Decide whether to measure impedance or adw 
mittance (refer to paraF::raph 2.4). 

c. Set the {0 switch to rhe measurement frequency 
(refer to paragraph 2.5). 

d. Set the measurement switch to NOUMAL Z IN/. 

TIAL BAL for impedance measurement or to NORMAL Y 

INITIAL HAL for admittance measurement. 

e. With the !::. controls, balance the bridge to ob
tain a null indication on the de rector. 

f. Set the measurement swirch to Z AlEASVRE for 

impedance or to}' MEASURE for admittance. 

g. Balance the bridge with the main controls. 

h. If the {0 switch setting is the same as the gen
erator frequency, the impedance or admittance value of 

the unknown is the value indicated on the main dials. 

If the generator frequency is not the same as the fo 
switch setting, multiply the imaginary component (X or 

B) byf- for impedance orf-for admittance. 
0 

OPERATING PROCEDURE 

For exatnple, H: 

generator frequency • 2 kc 
{ 0 switch setting • 10 kc 

measurement w Z 
final balance readings, R = 400 

X • -200 

then Zx "'400 -j 1000 ohms. 

2.7 REVERSED OPERATION. 

2.7.1 PRINCIPLES OF REVERSED OPERATION. The 
primary use of reversed operation is to take advantage 

of the expanded scales on the {j, controls by using the 

main controls for initial balance and the 6 controls for 
final balance. Actually, ihe four controls may be used in 

any desired combination to produce a balance. Computing 
the results would be quite cumbersome, however, if more 

chan one of the X 01~ C controls, or more than one of the 

U OR D controls were used for the final balance. 

Reversed operation yields more precise data than 

does normal operation when: 

(I) In normal impedance measurement with the {0 

switch set to 0.1 kc, the X OR G dial reads less than 

120. 

(2) In normal admittance measurement with the {0 

switch set to 10 kc, the R OR IJ dial reads less than 140. 

( 3) In normal measurements, an initial balance 

cannot be obtained with the 6 controls. 

(4) Increased accuracy is desired for measure

ments between 10 and 20 kc. 

(5) Measurements are desired between 20 and 30kc. 

2.7.2 REVERSED OPERATION PROCEDURE. For re-
versed operation, connect the generator, detector, and 

unknown to the appropriate bridge terminals, decide 
whether to measure impedance or admittance (refer to 

paragraph 2.4), set the {0 switch to the measurement fre

quency (refer to paragraph 2.5), and then measure the 
unknown in accordance with Figure 2w4 and Table 2. 

5 
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TABLE 2. PROCEDURE FOR REVERSED OPERATION 

-~ :-·--
Use for Prebal<loce Preset Set Make initial Record Sot Make final Results(••) 

(Fig. 2-4 Ref) and do not measurement balance with(•) measurement balance with 
disturb switch to switch to 

inductive Zx DX OR 6G Z (OR Y) X Oil G and 6.X OR f:.G Z (OR l') !::.X OR De Difference be· 
inductive l'" and MI:ASVRE R ORB and INITIAL and tween final and 
8oth components DR OR LIB 6R OR l::D BAL 6R OR 6D initial 6x OR 

smalL near top REVERSED I::.G and 6R OR 

(l) scale !Jn readings, 
with signs 

reversed. 

caracitive z" R OR D /::.X OR 6G Z INITIAL X OR G and 6x OR 6G Z MEASURF. 6X OR 6G Difference be-
Both components near top HAL DR OR lm and and tween final and 
small. scale REVERSED 6R OR 6n 6R OR 6D initial 6X OR 

(2) 6G and 6R OR 
!:ill. 

capacitive l'x X OR G 6R OR DB l" INITIAL t:.,x OR b.G ll.Y OR D.G Y Mf.'ASVRF. !JX OR D.G Difference be· 
. Both components near top llAL and R DR n """ aod tween final and 
small. scale REVERSED 6.R OR t.n DR OR DB initial 6X DR 

()) t:.G and f::.R DR 

M 

Z x with small R X OR G Z (OR Yi 6X 01~ 6G X ORG Z (OR l'J X OR G Difference be· 
and lar,o:e X. at center lNITlAL and R OR n and MF:ASVRF: and tween final and 

l'.Y with small D scale IIAL 6R OR !:.II 6R OR b.D initial X OR G 

and large G. (zero) RHt'ERSED and 6R OR DB" 

(4) 

Zxwith small X n ou n Z (OR l') X OR G t:.,x OR 6G z roR n [;.."( OR b.,G Difference be· 

and lar."o:- R. at center INITIAL and "nd MF.ASVRF. and R ORB tween final and 

l'.Y wirh small G scale BAL !J.R OR 60 R ORB initial Dx OR 

and large n. (zero) Rr:l'F.RSED 6G and R OR 

(5) B 
~ 

High- x nu <i Z (OR)-'} /::.X. OR D.G Z (OU l') X OR G Final 
frequency and R OR lNlTrAL and MEA.'HIRE and X OR G 

measuremems lJ at center llAL 6R OR lin R OR D and 

(6) scale Rf:.\'f:IViF.O R ORB 

(zero) 

("') ~fake the initial balance primarily with the two controls listed in this column. The other two controls may be adjusted fot bal· 
ance unless orherwise noted by an emry in column 2. 

( .. )Multiply the imasinary component, X OR II, by!£ for impedance measurements, 01 by!_ for admittance measurements. 
f f0 
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OPERATING PROCEDURE 

0+120 
-120 

- j 1050 fo ___ L---...1=::::1.----' 

f _,J50 -1~t 

+ jl050h---.-----

+120 
0

-120 

I 
-1050 

@ 

@ 

+1050 
0 

@ 

@ 

-tl050 

0 

Z PLANE 
(OHMS) 

Y PLANE 
(MICROMHOS) 

Figure 2·4. Ranges for reversed-operation measurement Of impedance (above) 
and admittance (below). Measurement procedures are given in Table 2. 

7 
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SECTION 3 

PRINCIPLES OF 

3.1 GENERAL. 

The basic circuit of the Type 1603~A Z-Y Bridge 

is shown in Figure 3·1. The B arm is a fixed resistor 

Rb and the N arm is a fixed capacitor C0 . As with any 
impedance bridge. two separate controls must be adjust

ed for a complete null balance. These ate (1) a rheostat. 
in parallel '-';ith fixed capacitor C3 , that varies the con
ductance G8 of the A arm, and (2) a rheostat, in series 

with fixed capacitor Cp, that varies the resistance RP 

Of the P arm. 

An external sinusoidal ac generator is connected 

to the bridge across Q-S through an internal double
shielded isolation transformer having a 4-ro-l step-down 

turns ratio. An external null-balance detector is con
nected to the bridge across T-V. 

The Z-Y Bridge employs a substitution technique: 
an initial balance, without the unknown element, is fol· 

lowed by a final balance with the unknown in the cir
cuit. The difference in the points of balance indicates 

the complex components of the unknown. This procedure 

avoids some of the residual-impedance errors ordinarily 

encountered in bridge circuits as we 11 as certain cal· 

ibratioo errors of the bridge components. 

For impedance measurement, the unknown is in

serted, by switching, in series into the P arm of the 

bridge (between Rp and V). For admittance measure
ment, the unknown is connected in parallel across the A 
arm (between Q and T). 

On the left-hand side of the panel, the X OR G con· 

uo) and the l1x OR l::.G control are in parallel and vary 

the conductance Ga of the A arm. On the right-hand 
side of the panel, the R OR B control and the l::.R OR 

l::.B control are in series and vary the resistance Rp of 
the P arm. The dials on these controls in no way indi

cate the actual values of Ga and Rp, but indicate the 

change in J..Lmhos, t<ia, and the change in ohms, 8Rp, 
between the initial and final balances. 

The two main dials have identical zero-centered 

and linear scales extending to 1050 units in each di

rection. The l::.X OR l::.G and l::.R OR l::.B dials have full-

8 

OPERATION 

Figure J .. J. Basic circuit of the 
Type 160J .. A z .. y Bridge. 

T 

v 

rr:~ 
~ ... 

GEN. 

scale ranges of 120 and 140 units respectively and are 
purposely made nonlinear. Each !-:. d.ial is calibrated i.[t 
the same units, and functions in the same rotational 

sense as its companion main dial. 

A six-position switch in the upper right~hand part 
of the panel disconnects the high unknown terminal for 
aU initial balances and inserts the unknown into the A 

or the P arm of the bddge for rhe final balance, depend
ing on whether impedance or admittance is to be meas

ured. The low terminal of the unknown .c;emains directlY 

connected at all times, either to the bridge vertex T for 
the three admittance positions or to the vertex V for the 

three impedance posirions. For both admittance an! im
pedance measurements there are two alternative initial
balance positions(designatedas NORMAL and REVERS

ED; refer to paragraphs 2.6 and 2. 7), and a single posi· 
tion (designated as MEASURE) for the final balance. 

NOTE 

F '?'any specific measurement, this switch 
must be' used either exClusively in its 
three left~hand positions (impedance 

measurement) or exclusively in its three 
right-hand positions (admittance meas

urement). For example, never follow an 

initial impedance balance with a final 

admittance balance. 
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3.2 COMPONENTS MEASURED. 

The customary types of impedance bt:idges {Max* 

well, Hay, Schering, etc) usually have limited maximum 
and minimum ranges and evaluate, mote or less directly. 
the inductance or capacitance of the unknown circuit 
element together with its resistancet its Q 1 or its dissi
pation factor D. Determination of the reactance or sus
ceptance values of the unknown requires computation in 
terms of the angular frequency w. 

For many applications, the parameters of ptintf!' hn
ponance are the Cartesian coordinates of the complex 
Impedance, series resistance and reactance, or the Car~ 

tesian coordinates of the complex admittam;:e, conduct~ 

ance and susceptance. The Z~Y Bridge measures these 
Cartesian coordinates over an extended audio~frequency 
rant:::e. nominally from 20 cps to 20 kc. The unknown may 
He .in any of the four quadrants of the complex plane, 
sioce this bridge can measure both positive and nega~ 
rive values of Rx and Gx as well as Xx and B1 • which 
individually can have any magnitude from zero to in~ 

finity. In this secse, it is a truly universal bridge. 

The basic equatioos for the resistance Rx aod the 

conductance Gx of the unknown are: 

Rx (in ohms) 

G, (in fLmhos) 

CRP (in ohms) 

• &G
3 

(in ~hos) 

(!) 

(2) 

These equations hold for any value of the operating fre
quency f. Positive values of Rx and Gx are indicated 
by a counterclockwise displacement of rhe corresponding 

control dlal for the final balance (decrease of Rp or Ga). 
Clockwi~a! displacement indicates negative Rx or Gx:, 

When the unknown is measured as an impedance, 
the basic equation for its reactance, in teems of the se~ 
lected /0 is: 

(3} 

A positive- (inductive) reactance is indicated by a c:oun~ 
terclockwise rotation of the corresponding control dial 
for the final balance (decrease of G3 ). A negative (ca
pacitive) reactance is indicated by a clockwise rotation 
of the corresponding control dial for the final balance 
(increase of G3 ), 

When the unknown is measured as an admittance, 

the basic equation lor its susceptance, in terms of the 
selected [0 , is: 

(4) 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

A positive (capacitive) susceptance is indicated by a 
clockwise rotation of the corcesponding control for the 
final balance (inctease of Rp). A negative (inducrhtto:) 

susceptance is indicated by a counterclockwise rotation 
of the corresponding control for the final balance (de .. 

crease of Rp). 
Equations 3 and 4 can be transposed to r~d: 

bG =({) x. 
= :mt2L, 

2Trlocx (3A) a t., 

. ('o) !0 
2Tri0 Cxp (4A) cRP " T Bx 

2Trf 2L xp 

These equations show that when an inductive unknown 
is measured as :an impedance (equation 3A) or as an ad~ 
mittance (equatjon 4A), the value of lG8 or SRp (and 
tbe corresponding fin3:1-balance seale reading) will be 
directly or inversely proportional to f2. Accordingly, 
with an inductive unknown, the generator frequency must 

be known accurately if correct values of Xx or Bx are to 
be obtained. 

Conversely, when a capacitive unknown is measur~ 
ed, the value of Ga or Rp is independent of f, provided 
tbat Cx and Cxp ate independent of f, and we need n~ 
know the generator frequency exactly to obtain an ac
curate Xx or Bx measurement, 

Equations 3A and 4A can be used to obtain the 
series parameters L. and C

11 
or the parallel parameters 

Lxr and Cxp of the unknown, 

3.3 BRIDGE CIRCUITS. 
The bridge networks for normal operation are 

shown in Figures 3-2, 3-3, and 3~4. in which the re~s

tive elements are designated by the symbols used in the 
schematic diagram~ 

Rl is the OR OR{::,[) controL 
R2 is the U OU H controL 
R4 is the Dx OR 6G control and is .in series with 

the fixed reslstor R7. 
RS is the X OR G control and is iu series with the 

fixed resistor RB. 

The value of RP (Figure :; .. 1} is thus the sum of Rl and 
either R2 or R31 while the value of Ga is the over-all 
conductl'l:nce of the four•resistor network (R4, R6, R7, 
R8) in the A arm. 

For impedance measurements, the vertex: V is 
,~jrounded, and for admittance measurements the vertex 
Tis grounded, 

9 
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T 

T 

Figure , .. 2. Normal 

initial bdla¥Jce {C!T either 

Zx m 'Y x measmement. 

Figure J .. J. Normal 

final balance /or Zx 
measurement. 

Figure 3~4. 

Normal final 
balance ((Jf' Y x 

measurement. 

Theoretically, the initial balance values of Ga 
and RP should be independent of the operating frequency 
and the position of the /0 switch. Nevertheless, the in· 

itial balance will shHt and a new setting is required 
whenever a change is made in any of the following: 

(l) the operating frequency, f 
(2) rhP position of the /0 switch 
(3) a shift from impedance to admittance measure .. 

mtHlt1 or vice versa 
( 4) a change from normal to reversed operation, 

or vic.e versa. 

10 

This initial~balance shift, which has no appreciable 
effect upon the final dara, is caused by the actioo of 
some frequeocy~sensit:ive residual impedance and by 

the fact that the fixed bridge parameters cannot econo
mically be made to have their exact theoretical values~ 
A change made solely in the parameters of the unknown 
does not require a new Initial balance. 

Initial balance is made with the two !J. controls and 
final balance is made with the two maio controls. Hence. 
in accordance with the legend given on the main dials, 
their scales read directly (without subtraction) the 
values of SG 

3 
and 8RP to be substituted. into equations 

(!)through (4). 

For normal initial balance (Figure ; .. 2), the 
measurement switch removes the two main~comrol rheo~ 
stars (R2 and R5) from the btidge drcuit and replaces 
them with two fixed .resistOt:S (R3 and R6), which have 
the center-scale resistance values of R2 and R5, res pee .. 
tively. Hence, the main dials may remain in any arbi
trary position for the initial balance. This feature is a 
decided convenience, especially when the unknown is 
measured at different frequencies to determine its fre~ 
quency characteristic. 

Figures 3-3 and 3·4 are the circuits for the i"i~ 

pedaoce and admittance final balances in normal opera~ 
tion. AU four controls are now in circuit, but the finat 
balance is made solely "With tht': t\'itO main eontrols (R2 

.ud R5). 

Normal operation is the quickest and most fool
proof method of determining whetht':r, at the given opera., 
dog frequency~ the unknown is inductive or capacitive 
and whether its Rx and Cx ate positive or negative. 

3.4 REVERSED OPERATION. 

The conditions under which reversed operation 
will yield more reliable and precise data than normal 
operation are: 

(1} When the adjustment rang:es of the lJ. controls 
will not permit an initial balance in normal operation. 

(2) When Rx is less than 140 ohms or G. is less 
than 120 j.irt:hos. 

(3) \fhen. in a normal impedance measurement 
with the / 0 swiu;h set tO 0.1 kc, the X OR G dial reading 

is less rhan 110 units. 

( 4) When, in a normal admittance measurement 
with the /0 switch set to 10 kc 1 the R OR B dial reading 
is less than 140 units. 

(5) For measurements between 10 and 20 kc, 
somewhat more accurate data can be obtained with re-
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versed operation due to the action of certain bridge re

siduals (refer to Section 4). 

(6) Reversed operation permits this bridge to be 

used, with decreasing accuracy, up to 30 kc. Use above 

30 kc is not recommended. 

In the reversed initial balance for either impedance 
or admittance measurement, all four controls are in cir
cuit and may be used in any desired combination to pro

duce balance (see Figure 3-5). 

In the reversed final balance for either impedance 
or admittance measurement, all four controls are still in 
circuit. Theoretically, any desired combination of these 

controls might be used to establish final balance. Hence, 

the values of G,. and RP for equations ( 1) through ( 4) 
might be computed from the combined displacements of 

these dials between their initial and final setting. Such 
a procedure i,s cumbersome, however, and is not recom~ 

mended. 

The practical method is to use only one of the 
X. OU G controls and only one of the R OR D controls 

for the final balance. The 8Ga and 8RP values are then 
the differences between the initial and final scale 

readings of these two dials. No cognizance is taken of 
the scale reading of the two controls which are not rna~ 

nipulated in making the final balance. 

Reversed final balance can be made with: 

a. Both main controls. 
b. One main control and the 

opposite side of the bridge panel. 
c. Both 6 controls. 

6 control on the 

Procedure for reversed operation is outlined in para~ 
graph 2.7. Refer to Section 4 for residual corrections to 

8Ga, which may be significant in certain cases. 

T 

a?--~-~GC"IErN-2--'\or: 

v 

Figure 3-5. Reversed initial balance for either 
Zx or Y x mensurement. 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERA TJON 

3.5 BALANCE EQUATIONS. 
With reference to Figure 3~1, this section develops 

the working equations (1) through ( 4) under the assump

tion that no residual impedances exist in the bridge 

network. 

Let Gat and Rpl be the initial-balance values of 
these parameters. Then the complex equation for the 

initial balance is: 

(5) 

From equation (5) we obtain the two (scalar) initial

balance equations: 

Rplcn = Rbca 

Cn = RbCpGal 

(6) 

(7) 

Note that both equations (6) and (7) are independent 
of frequency and that the initial balance will have no 

sliding zero since neither control parameter occurs in 

both equations. 

Let G 2 and RP 2 be the final-balance values of 
' ' these parameters. Then the complex equation for final 

balance in impedance measurements is: 

(8) 

Equation (8) yields the two (scalar) impedance-measure· 
ment final•balance equations: 

en (Rp2 + Rx) = RbCa (~) 

e0 (I - wCpXx) = RbCpGa2 (10) 

which again show no sliding zero. Note, however, that 

equation (10) is a function of c.J2 if Xx is inductive, but 
is independent of c.; i£ Xx is capacitive (refer to para
graph 3.2). 

Let Ga3 and RP3 be the nnal-balance values of 
these parameters for qdmittance measurement. Then the 
complex equation for final balance is: 

j 
- wCP 

(11) 

11 
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Equation (11) yields the two (scalar) admittance· 
measurement final-balance equations: 

E ) +-" w ( 12) 

(13) 

which again show no sliding zero. Note, however, that 

equation (12) is a function of w2 if B,_ is inductive, bur 

is independent of Q; if B_. is capacitive (refer to para· 
graph 3.2). 

Since a substitution technique is employed with 
the Type 1603-A Z-Y Bridge, we can combine equations 

(6) and (9) to obtain our original equation (1) to de~ 
termine the components of z)(: 

which yieJds a positive R, 
wise, combinint: equations 

if RP 1 exceeds RP 2. Like~ 
(7) and (10), we have: 

where the bridge constant. K, is the rroduct of the 
scalar impedance values of the B and N bridge arms: 

(15) 

Note that X,; will be positive (inductive) if Ga 1 exceeds 

Gal' 

In a like manner, we can combine equations (7) 
and (13) to obtain our original equation (2) to determine 

the components of Y x: 

in •,vhich Gx will be positive if G
3 1 exceeds G 33. Com~ 

bining equations (6) and (12) gives: 

k (16) 

12 

Note that 8 11 will be negative (inductive) if RP 1 exceeds 

Rpy 

3.6 CHOICE Of BRIDGE PARAMETERS. 
Note that, in the rwo types of measurement, the 

functions of the two balance controls are transposed. In 
the measurement of impedance, the change .in RP gives 

directly the real component Rx and the change in Ga 
determines the imaginary component Xx; while in the 
measurement of admittance, the change in RP determines 
the imaginary component Bx anri the change in G

3 
gives 

directly the teal compo·nent G •• 

A given scale on the RP controJ can bl" made 

direct·reading in both Rx and Bx by the proper choice of 
R 

rhe bridge constant, K (-0~ ). Similarly, the Ga control 

' can he made direct~teading in both G x and Xx. If these 
common dial scales are to be calibrated in ohms and 

micromhos, the reguired value of K is 106. If complete 
coverage of all possible values of rhc unknown either 

as an impedance or as an admittance is desired, the un~ 
known resistance range must be the reciprocal of the 

unknown conductance range. In the Type 1603wA Z~Y 
-Bridge, when K equals 106, iJemicaJ ran,ges of 1000 
ohms and 1000 pmhos hnve been chosen for the complex 

rararneters of tl1e unknown, wirh an overlap of 50 units 
on each end. Initial balance must then occur at midrange 

of both maitt·control scales to permit measurement of 

positive and ne_gadve vn.lues of R," G", Xx• and 8~~'. 

For linear main-dial scale in resistance and sus
cerrance, Rr. should be a lim:ar rheostat. To obtain a 
linear main-Jial scale in conductance and reactance, 

the value G a .is actually the conductance of a fixed re

sistor in series with a rheostat (the G a control), wh~h 

is wound on an appropriately tapered form. 

From equation (15) it is seen that the bridge 

constant, K, is a function of frequency. The f0 switch 
selects the fixed parameters of the bridge network to 

keep each of the products RbCa and RbCp constant and, 
simultaneously, to give K a value of 106 for any one of 
three convenient reference frequencies: /0 "' 100 cps, 
1 kc, or 10 kc. \Vhen the bridge is operated at the se

lected reference frequency, we have: 

XX (in ohms) (17) 

(18) 
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thus giving direct-reading scales in Xx and Bx. When 
the operating frequency, f, differs from the selected 
referenCe frequency 1 / 0 , we can substitute the value: 

f 
K = 106 ..£ f (19) 

into equations ( 14) and ( 16) and obtain the original 
working equations: 

-f 
Bx(in f.Lmhos) = ~ (SRP in ohms) 

The basic component values chosen for this bridge 

are as follows: Starting with Cn ::: 0.1 J.1l and choosing 
the initial-balance values to be RP : 1100 D and Ga = 
2200 f1mhos, .then Rb ., 628.3 f0 , Ca =~and CP= 

0.07238 ° 
· fo 

3.7 CONDITIONS FOR BOTH Zx AND Yx MEASURE
MENT. 

For a specific operating frequency and / 0 setting, 

there is .a choice between impedance and admittance 
measurement only over a small range (see Figures 2-2 

and 2~3 ). However, for a specific operating fre~ 

quency, f, it may be possible ro have Xx (f/f
0

) less than 
1000, permitting a fmal balance with the X OR G con

trol, while for a dtfferent f0 setting, it may also be 

possible to J1ave Bx (f
0
/f) less than 1000, permitting a 

final balance with the R OU lJ control. To have this 

choice, however, Rx must be less than 1000 ohms and 

Gx must be less than 1000 J.Lmhos. This condition de

mands that Rx lies within the limits: 

!000 
1 + Qx 2 < Rx (in ohms) < 1000 (20) 

or, what is the same thing, that G x lies within the limits: 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

< Gx (in ,umbos) < 1000 (21) 

The larger the value of Q x:• the broader will be the range 
of Rx: and GJ.: values which satisfy equations (20) and 
(21). It should be understood r'hat, while equations (20) 

and (21) must be satisfied to have a choice of measUre
ment, they do not, per se, stipulate that a choice is 

possible. 

3.8 UNIVERSALITY OF THE BRIDGE. 
ln terms of the working equations (l) through (4), 

we can now demonstrate the universality of the Type 

1603-A Z-Y Bridge, ~aving scale range of ±1000 ohms 

or J.Lmhos, for any given f and any chosen /0 • 

A final balance of this bridge can be obtained in 

terms of impedance if Rx: and Xx: (f/f
0

) are both below 
1000 ohms. If either of these quantities exceeds 1000 
ohms, an impedance balance is possible. However, if 
the unknown is connected in parallel in the A aero, a 

final admittance balance can be obtained, as the fol
lowing consideration will show. If either component of,. 

the complex impedance, Rx + jXx:(f/f
0
), exceeds 1000 

ohms, the scalar value of this impedance must exceed 
1000 ohms. This means that the scalar value of the cor
responding complex admittance, as well as each of its 

components, must be less than 1000 ,u.mhos. 

Conversely, and by the same reasoning, if either 

of the quadrature components Gx or U/f0 /f) exceeds 
1000 ,u.mhos an admittance balance is impossible \Vhere

as an impedance balance can always be made. 

Thus, either a final Zx or a final Y • balance#is 
always possible, and we have a truly "universal" bridge 

with an infinite range. 

As shown in paragraph 2.5, it may be rossible to 

enhance the precision of an Xx JT'leasurement by reducing 
the original /

0 
value, or to enhance the precision of a 

Ox: measurement by increasin~ tl1e original {0 value. 

13 
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SECTION 4 

EFFECT OF RESIDUAL IMPEDANCES 

l.l GENERAL. 
In any impedance bridge, the bask balance equa., 

tions are modified by the exfsteoce of various residual 
impedances. The final effect of certain residuals that 
exist unchanged in both inltial and final balances, is 

automatically cance1ed in the substitution technique 
used in this Z»Y Bridge. Other residuals may produce a 
certain amount of sliding zero when unknowns with low-Q 
values are measured. In general. the degree to which 
bTidge residuals modify the basic equations increases 

with the operating frequency. The most important re~ 
siduals in this bddge are discussed in the following 

paragraphs. 

4.2 RESIDUAL CAPACITANCE AT BRIDGE VERTICES. 

The residual capacitance to ground at each vertex 
of the bridge network exists in all impedance bridges. 
If one vertex of the Type 1603·A Z-Y Bridge. such as 
'V'ene:x V 1 is actually ~rounded, the residual capacitance 
of the opposite vertex, T, has no effect on the bridge 

balance. TI1e residual capacitance of vertex Q exists in 

parallel with the large capadtot en (0.1 pJ) and has a 
negligible effect. The ground capadtan ce of vertex Sis 
thrown across the p arm of rhe bcldge and may have an 
appreciable effect at high ftequendes. These conditions 

exist, in both initial and final halances for impedance 
measurements of grounded unknowns (Figure 5·10) or in 
measuring a direct Y d value (Figure 5·11). 

For admittance measurements of a grounded un
known (or in measuring a direct impedance value, Zd) 

the vertex T is directly grounded. The ground capaci~ 
tance of vertex Q is now in parallel with ca (minimum 

value O.OIB fit) and is usually negligjble, The residua) 
capacitance of \rertex S is now thrown across the B arm 
of the bridge and will have an appreciable effect at high 

frequencies, especiaHy when / 0 is set to 10 kc giving 

the maximum R b ..e 6. 3 kD, 

In substitution measurements, these vertex re~ 

siduals exist in both initial and !inal balances so that. 

to a first order, their effects cancel in an evaluation of 

Ga and RP. However~ shifting the S~v~tex residual from 

14 

the P arm to the B aan requires too large a displacement 
of the !'::. controls between initial balances for impedance 

and admittance measurements. Three steps are therefore 

taken to minimize the effective residual capacitance at 

the S vertex: 

(1) C5, C6, and C7 are given a minimum capad• 
tance to ground. 

(l) The shielded transformer (Figure 3·1) is eon· 
nected so that it contributes a minimum amount to this 

residual. 

(.3) A small voltage, of appropriate phase and 
magnitude, is introduced at S to cancel partially the 

effect of this residual capacitance. For this purpose. a 
~mall capadtor1 C12, joins Sand the ungrounded termi, 
nal of the generator. This canceling action, being a 
function of the frequency characteristic of the trans
former, ~;;an not be ~'t!.rfect 1 so th<t:t 21 new initial balance 

is required when shifting from impedance to admittance 

measutements. 

4.3 RESIDUAL INDUCTANCE IN MAIN CONTROLS. 
The second residual of importanc~ in this z .. y 

Bridge is the residual inductance of the winding of the 
two main rheostat controls, R2 and R5, which are as• 

sumed to be pure resistances in the basic equacio~s. 
The effect of this residual has been largely canceled at 
midscale and at ex:treme*scale positions by the COO* 

nection of an appropciate capacitor, CS. C9, CIO, and 
Cll. across each half of each of these rheostat windings. 

When /0 is set to 10 kc, C9 is augmented by C13. A re· 
sidual inductance reaches a maximum at the SOO·scale 

points, 

The fact that this center~point canceUation is not 

perfect is the principle reason why some difference ex

ists between normal initial balances and reversed hal~ 
ances for eithet impedance or admittance measurements. 

Due to this residual inductance, reversed opera .. 
tion using the two main controls in both the inltial and 

final balances (paragraph 2. 7) should yield more accu~ 

rate data. 
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An appropriate capadtor1 C16, is likewise con· 
nected across the tJ, control, R 1. 

4.4 CORRECTION FOR RESIDUAL INDUCTANCE IN 
MAIN R OR B CONTROL. 
To obtain the most accurate value of reactance or 

conductance, it may be desirable. in certain cases, to 
compute and apply a correction to the observed value of 
SG a in order to compensate fot the residual inductance 
that remains in the main R OR l> control rheostat. Con• 
versely • it has been found that no cottection is neces~ 

sary in RP due to residual inductance remaining in the 
main X Of?. G control. 

This .correction to SG
4 

is practical only when re .. 

versed operation is used. It is a function of the final 
balance setting of the main R OR B control and is pro~ 
portional to, the ratio f 2/f0 , so that it is most important 
with higher operating frequencies and when /0 is set to 

0.1 kc ~ The procedure is as follows: 
a. Observe the scale reading of tbe maio R OR B 

control at final balance and from the cuM'e in Figure 4-1, 
determine tbe positive numerical value of M. This curve 

was computed on the basis that f and /0 are each l kc. 
b. lf the final-balance position of the main R OR 

B control reads positive resistance (or inductive sus• 
ceprance), the correction term in J-Lmhos is: 

(22) 

c. IE the final-balance position of the main R OR 

B conttol reads capadtive susceptance. the correction 
term in J1ffihos is: 

(23) 

d. The individual values for tb:e constants, k 1 
and k 2• for this particular bridge are: 

Type !603-A Z-Y Bridge Serial No. _____ _ 

k I ·----~---- kz·--------------
when f : !0 kc k 1 

•---------o • 2 

e. When measuring an inductive impedance or any 
admittam;:e with a positive G, decrease the observed 
absolute value of SG a by the cottection term. 

EFFECT OF RESIDUAL IMPEDANCES 

{. When measuring a capadtive irnpedanee or any 
admjuance with a negative G, increase the obS<trved 

absolute value of SG a by the correction term. 
g. Use these corrected values of &.i

4 
in the basic 

equations (2) and (3). 

Residual inductance in the main R OR B control 
causes excessive counterclockwise ot deficient dock· 
wise rotation of either the X OR (i or b.X OR h.G contrOl 
for final balance. Two different k values result from the 

five-percent tolerance in the compensating capacitors, 
CS and C9. 

Parenthetically, it may be noted that the cor• 
recti on to Xx in ohms is the product k 1Mf and is the 
corresponding: reslduat inductive reactance in ohms in 
the main R OR D control and is thus proporrjonal to f 
and independent of /0 • When f • 10 kc, the maximum cor .. 
rection to Xx usually lies within the limits of 2 to 4 
ohms. The curve in Fjgure 4·1 was drawn on the as· 
sumption that a 5()0-obm carbon resistor showed a Hcti .. 
dous reactance of 0.2 ohm at 1.0 kct so that, at the 
±500~scale position, the main R OR B control had a 

maximum noncompensated inductance of 32: ph. 

MI\IN RB SCALI:. RI:.AOING 

F1'gure: 4-1. 
Correction faelor M (/01' Bquatirms 22 and 23). 

4.5 RESIDUAL CORRECTIONS OF DIRECT ADMIT
TANCE MEASUREMENTS. 

In the final balance for direct admittance measure• 
ments (refer to paragraph 5.5.2) the bridge capacitor C

0 

is augmented by the ground capacitance of the unknown 
terminal rb:at js connected to the high bridge terminal. 
If the smaller ground capacitance • C 

8 2
• exceeds 1000 

pf1 a correction for this residual is desirable .. Proceed 
as follows: 

a. With C82 against the high bridge terminal. 
tneasute the dirt!ct components of admittance: 

15 
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b. Reverse the connections to the 

that cgl is against the high bridge terminal 
the same direct components: 

Gd • (8G
8
)2 + 22,oooc81 

(24) 

(25) 

unknown so 

and measure 

(26) 

Bd • t [(oRpl2 + IOC81 [uoo + (8Rpl2J] (27) 

c. Connect together the two direct terminals of 

the unknown to short our the direct admittance and leave 

C 81 and C82 in paralleL Shift the detector terminals and 
measure the combined ground susceptance, B 

8
, of the 

.resulting grounded rwo~terminal unknown: 

(28) 

SECTION 5 

d. Solution of these simultaneous equations yields 

the values of the two ground capacitances: 

(29) 

(30) 

These computed C 
8 

values are then substituted 

above to give the corrected components of the direct 
admittance. In the foregoing equations, capacitance 

values are in microfarads and cuis in radians per second. 

If any final balance indicates an inductive susceptance, 
the corresponding ( SRp) is negative. 

In the measurement of a three-terminal admittance 
that is balanced to ground so that each ground capaci· 

tance is given directly by the ratio B
8
/u;, the measure• 

ment in step b is not necessary. 

APPLICATIONS 

5.1 TYPICAL LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS. 

The following random tests made with the Type 
1603-A z.y Bridge demonstrate the universality of this 

instrument. 

1. The curve shown in Figure 5·1 is the input 

impedance of an electronic network with feedback. The 

Type l603~A z.y Bridge was used to measure positive 
and negative values of both real and imaginary com• 

ponents. 

16 

2. If the resonant frequency of an inductor is 

below 20 kc, the susceptance can be determined as 

shown in Figure 5-2. To locate the fundamental resonant 

frequency, adjust the generator frequency until RP (ob· 
served on the l::.R OR nn dial with reversed operation) 

vanishes. Alternatively, a few measurements of Bx can 

be made in the vicinity of f 1' and the frequency for Bx • 

0 is then determined by graphical interpolation. 

3. Figure 5-3 shows a typical "black•box" 

problem, in which rhe frequency characteristics of im-
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Figure 5~1, Input impedance of a feedback circuit 
showing negative resistance characteristic. 
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Figure 5 .. 2. Susceptance variation of a 5·henry 
inductor at frequencies where distn'buted capacitance 

produces resonance elfects. 

+ 
R 

pedance components are given for the illustrated LCR 
network, which was resonant just below 1 kc. 

4. The electroacousric behavior of transducers is 
shown by their circle diagrams. Figure 5-4 shows the 
undamped circle for a small, two·ohm, two•inch loud-

APPLICATIONS 

4ooo,,;;00:;;,~=±c--;;o~-;c"':,-~2:0,:--oc":-,-C0:,0,." 
FR£0UENCY 

Figure 5·3. Impedance components of "black box"' 

as a function of frequency. 

Figure 5•4. Reactance vs resistance for a 
typical loudspeaker. 

speaker without a transformer, and shows acoustic res.,.. 

nance at 352 cps. 

5. Figure 5·5 shows how the series capacitance 
of an electrolytic capacitor measured over the audio 
range falls progressively with increasing frequency, and 
bow the series resistance rises rapidly with decreasing 
frequency below 400 cps. 

6. Figure 5-6 shows the impedance components 
of a magnetic tape"'Cecorder head. Since the slopes of the 
R and X curves remain positive, no unwanted resonance 
occurs within the audio range. 

7. The bridge is particularly useful in measure· 
ments of the ac conductivity of electrolytic solutions. 
Irrespective of dielectric constant, the reactive com· 
ponent of the test-cell impedance can be balanced. 

17 
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Figure '5-7 is data taken on tap water in a Balsbaugb 
cell. 

8. Some of the many other applications for which 
the Type 1603-A z .. y Bridge is suited are: 

a. determination of leakage reactance of trans
formers, 

b. impedance measurements of open- and closed· 
circuit uansmission lines at audio frequencies, and 

c. measurements for circular arc plots of solids 
with lossy polarizations in the audio-frequency range. 
Such data have hitherto been difficult to procure in this 
range. 
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Figure 5~5. Impedance parameters of an 
electrolytic capacitor. 

KILOCYCLES 

Figure 5·6. Impedance components of tape recorder 
head as a function of frequency. 

5.2 MEASUREMENT OF DC ACTIVE UNKNOWNS. 

Within certain voltage limitations, the Type 
1603-A z .. y Bridge can be used to measure the internal 
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Figure 5·7. 
Impedance components of a Ba/sbaugh cell 

(110 pf empty) filled wilh lap water. Since thf' 
electrodes of this particular cell were not 

designed for use with water, lhe data are not 
indicative of lhtt actual constants of lhe water, 

bul are presented here only as an example ojlhis 
type of measurement. 

impedance of de active unknowns, such as batteries and 
.de power supplies. In order to prevent a momentary short• 
circuiting of the unknown and detrimental switch arcinS\ 
as the measurement switch is operated, it is essential 
that the voltage of the unknown be applied to the bridge 
only with the measurement switch set at either Z 
MEASURE or Y MEASURE. Therefore, this switch can· 
not be used for introducing the unknown for the final 
balance, as is conveniently done for all passive un· 
knowns. 

To measure internal impedance of de active un:. 
knowns: 

a. Connect the LOW terminal of the unknown to 
the bridge. 

b. Make the desired initial balance. 
c. Set the measurement switch to Z MEASVRE 

(or Y MEASURE). 

d. Attach the high terminal of the unknown to the 
bridge and make the final balance. 

e. Disconnect the high side of the unknown be· 
fore switching the measurement switch. 

f. For impedance measurement, short--circuit the 
unknown terminals to discharge the bridge capacitors 
before switching the measurement switch. 

If the de emf does not exceed 15 volts, the active 
unknown can be measured as either impedance or ad· 
mittance, depending upon its internal parameters. For 
admittance measurements, the unknown will be subjected 
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to approximately a 75-ohm resistive bridge load with f0 
set to 0.1 kc; approximately 210 ohms with f0 St!t to 
1.0 kc; and approximately 290 ohms with / 0 set to 10 kc. 
For impedance measurements, the load will he infinite. 

CAUTION 

If the de emf is between 15 and 150 volts, 
the active unknown can be measured 

only as an impedance, which means that 
irs internal resistance must be less than 
1050 ohms. In this case 1 do not set the 

measurement switch to any of the three 
admittance positions. 

5.3 MEASUREMENT OF INCREMENTAL INDUCTANCE. 

Although this bridge was not designed specifically 
for the purpOse, iris possible to measure the incremen

tal inductance of a relatively low-impedance test in
ductor, provided that irs resistance is less than 1000 
ohms so that it can be measured as an impedance. 

Connect a suitable de biasing emf in series with 
an ammeter and rheostat of value r across the inductor 

as it is measured. If L and R are the series parameters 
of such a test inductor (scalar impedance "" Z),rhe 
measured components of its parallel combination with r 
are: 

wL 

I+ 2R + ~ 
' '2 

2 
R(l + z ) 

Rr 

wL 

I + 2!3. 
' 
2 

R(l + ~) 
Rr 

I + 2!3_ 
r 

(31) 

(32) 

The third members of these equations are valid approxi• 
mations if r is kept large enough so that z2 is negligible 

compared with r 2• To evaluate the small correction term 
in the denominator of equation (31), we will assume the 
less extreme inequality that the square of Z is negligi· 

ble compared to the product Rr in equation (32) and 
obtain: 

R • (33) 
_ 2Rx: 

I -,-

APPLICATIONS 

Finally, substitute equation (33) into equation (31) to 

give the desired incremental inductance: 

L (34) 

in the presence of the biasing current. The incremental 
storage factor of the test indicator will be approximately 

X,/R,. 
It is assumed above that the biasing branch has 

an impedance, r + jO. Since a de active network is being 
measured, use the procedure outlined in paragraph 5.2. 
The de voltage drop across the test inductor must not 

exceed 150 volts, and the measurement switch must be 

restricted to the thtee impedance positions. 

5.4 MEASUREMENT OF POLARIZED CAPAOTORS. 

By an analogous procedure, electrolytic capaci
tors carrying a de polarizing voltage up to 150 volts 

~an be measured as impedances. A suitable polarizing 
emf with the correct polarity is applied through a re·• 
sistor of valuer across the test capacitor. The voltage 
source should be on the low side to minimize the effect 
of its ground capacitance so thar the impedance of the 

polarizing branch is essentially r + jO. If there is any 

appreciable de leakage current in the capacitor, the 
applied emf must be reduced by the Irdrop in r (measured 

by an ammeter in the polarizing path) to give the actual 
potential on the capacitor. 

If C and R are the series paramett:i:rs of the test 

capacitor, (scalar impedance • Z). the measured com· 
ponents of jts paraHeJ combination wjrh rare: 

X • -J -I 
X 

we~ 2R z2)" ~ 2R) + --;- + -;2 we 1 + -;-

(35) 

R~ + ~:) • R~ + z2) 
R • Rr 

X z2 I + 2R +- + 2R 
r ,2 ' 

(36) 

The third members of these equations are valid approxi .. 

mations if we make r large enough so that Z 2 is negli· 

gible compared with r 2. To evaluate the small correction 

19 
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term in the denominator of equation (35) we will assume 
the less extreme inequality that the square of Z is negli· 
gibJe compared with the product Rr in equation (36) and 

obtain equation (33) as in paragraph 5.3. Finally, sub
stitute equation (33) into equation (35) to give the polar· 
ized value of capacitance: 

c (37) 

The dissipation factor of this polarized capacitor will 
be approximately K./X:c 

Since a de active network is being measured, use 
the procedure outlined in paragraph 5.2 and use only the 
three impedance positions of the measurement switch. 

5.5 MEASUREMENT OF UNGROUNDED UNKNOWNS. 

5.5.1 GENERAL. A two-terminal impedance with 
neither terminal grounded constitutes a delta network 

composed of the direct impedance zd (or a direct ad· 

mittance, Y d) between its terminals plus the ground ca· 
padtances cgl and cg1 between its terminals and 
ground (see Figure 5-B). If these two ground capaci· 
ranees are equal in value, this delta network is des· 

cribed as a balanced impedance or admittance. If C 81 
is not equal to C 82 , the network is unbalanced to a de· 

gree determined by the ratio of the two ground capaci
tances and the terminal having the larger ground ca· 

pacitance is designated as the low terminal, while the 

other terminal is the high terminal. 

When one terminal of the impedance is directly 

grounded (usuaily the low terminal), the delta network 

no longer exists, since C 81 is short~ircuited, and we 

have the direct zd or y d in parallel with the ground 
capacitance, C

82
, of the high terminal (see Figure 5·9). 

The unknown can then be measured as a grounded ele• 

menr as outlined in Section 2. 

By suitable arrangement of the f!T!TECTOR ter· 

minais on the bridge panel, it is also possible to meas· 

ure the impedance or admittance of either the direct ele· 
menr with both ground capacitances effectively removed, 
or the unknown as a delta network, balanced or unbal

anced, which consists of its direct value, Zd or Y d• 
paralleled by the series combination of its two ground 

capacitances (see Figure 5-B). This triple choice is a 

valuable feature which is not available in many imped· 

ance bridges. 

20 

z,- Zd ,.>-::+- Y,- Yd ,~ 
''f!.:.•2 ~Y;.~o2 
,~· ,>\<"c e.;.-->"' ~'Cgl _, 01 

LOW TERMINAL 
IF Cg1 > Cg2 

Figur~ 5·8. 
Delta network of non grounded IWCPierminal element. 

Figure 5 .. 9, Grounded two .. terminal element. 

5.5.2 MEASUREMENT OF THE DIRECT VALUE OF 
THE UNKNOWN. If C81 differs appreciably from C82, 

connect the low terminal of the unknown to the LOW 

bridge terminal, and the ground terminal, if existent, to 
the bridge chassis. Strap the red DETECTOR terminal 

to the adjacent ground post (see Figure 5·10). Conne~t 
the null detector to the two insulated terminals with its 

high input to the black terminal. Neither terminal of the 
unknown is now directly grounded, and: 

a. The larger of the two ground capacitances, 

C 
8 

1' is now across the detector where it has no effect 
upon the balance of the bridge. 

b. In an admittance measurement, the smaller ca· 

pacitance, cg2• augments the fixed Qridge capacitor 
(Cn "'0.1 pf) by a small amount which, in most cases, 
is quite negligible. (Refer to paragraph 4.5 for correc• 

tions, if necessary.) 

c. In an impedance measurement, the smaller ca· 

pacitance, C 82, constitutes an additional arm of the 
bridge from the high side of the unknown to vertex T. 

For small values of C 
8 2, the error introduced is usually 

negligible. 

Note that only the direct value, Zd• is in the P 
arm of the bridge for impedance measurements and only 

the direct value of Y d is in the A arm for admittance 

measurements. 

5.5.3 MEASUREMENT OF THE BALANCED OR UN
BALANCED DELTA VALUE OF THE UNKNOWN. For 
this measurement, neither of the insulated DETECTOR 

terminals of the bridge is strapped to the ground termi· 

nal; io fact, the entire bridge network is floating above 
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Q 

s 

Figure 5·10. Measurement of the direct value$. 

Zd and Y d' 

ground (see Figure 5 .. 11). The detector must be con~ 
nected to the bridge through an external shielded trans
former (General Radio Type 578 or equivalent) as shown 
in Figure 5·12. The low side of the detector itself can 
be grounded. Note that the complete delta network of 
the unknown now exists in the P arm for impedance 
measurements and in the A arm for admittance measure .. 
meots. 

Figfll'e 5·12. Usee of d<>uble .. shielded detectOt' 
transformer tn measwing delta network of 

nQJf.grounded element. 

APPLICATIONS 

Q 

~NOTUSEO 

r 

s 

Figure 5 .. 11. Mettsurf!menl of the delta va.ues of 
Zx andY x balanced or uribalanced. 

21 
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SECTION 6 

SERVICE AND 

6.1 WARRANTY. 

We warrant that each new instrument sold by us 

is free from defects in material and workmanship and 
that properly used it will perform in full accordance with 

applicable specifications for a period of two years after 
original shipment. Any instrumeO[ or component that is 
found within the two~year period nor to meet these 

standards after examination by our factory, district 
office, or authorized repair agency personnel will be re
paired or, at our option, replaced without charge, except 

for tubes or batteries that have given normal service. 

6.2 SERVICE 

The two-year warranty stated above attests the 
quality of materials and workmanship in our products. 
When difficulties do occur, our service engineers wilJ 
assist in any way possible. If the difficulty cannot be 

eliminated by use of the following service instructions, 

please write or phone our Service Department (see rear 
cover), giving full information of the trouble and of steps 

taken to remedy it. Be sure to mention the serial and 
type numbers of the instrument. 

Before returning an instrument to General Radio 
for service, please write to our Service Department or 

nearest district office, requesting a Returned Material 

Tag. Use of this tag will ensure proper handling and 
identification. For instruments not covered by the 

warranty, a purchase order should be forwarded to avoid 
unnecessary delay. 

6.3 CLEANING OF CONTROL RHEOSTATS. 

If the Type 1603·A z.y Bridge is idle for an ex· 
tended period, a small amount of sludge may form on the 

contact surface of the resistance windings of the four 
control rheostats. This will produce an electrical noise 

when the controls are manipulated, which is indicated 

by a scratchy noise when an earphone detector is used, 
or by erratic behavior of a visual null detector. This 

condition makes precise balancing annoyingly difficult 

22 

MAINTENANCE 

although it usually does not invalidate dial readings 
once balance is established. 

To remedy this situation, rotate the controls back 
and forth several rimes over their full ranges. Avoid 

slamming dials against their mechanical stops. If the 

condition persists, remove the bridge from the cabinet 
and clean the beari~g surfaces of the rheostat cards 

with a dean lint-free cloth, preferably moistened with 

alcohol or a half·alcohol, half-ether mixture. DO NOT 
use water, gasoline, or saliva. DO NOT use any ab
rasive and DO NOT apply any lubricant. 

The two main controls are readily accessible for 

cleaning. When cleaning, use extreme care not to disturb 
the tension of the rheostat arm or its setting on the 

rheostat shaft. 

To clean either of the D controls, it is necessary 

to disassemble the rheostat and to recalibrate a specific 

reference point on the scale. Proceed as follows: 

a. Notice the amount of clearance existing be· 

tween the front surface of the dial and the under surface 

of the transparent indicator. It will not be necessary to 
disturb the indicator to remove the dial. When reas

sembling, make sure that the dial is rep~aced with the 

same clearance. 
b. Loosen rhe two setscrews that fasten the dial 

to the shaft. Do not disturb the collar on the rear end' of 

the shaft. 
c. A red flexible wire leads from the terminal on 

the rear of the rheostat. Unsolder this wire at the end 

away from the rheostat. 
d. Remove the single screw opposite the con· 

tact terminal on the rear of the rheostat. 

e. Withdraw the cap portion of the rheostat and 
remove the dial and friction washers from the shaft. 

Clean the bearing surface of the winding as directed 
above. 

f. Rotate the shaft to align the contact brush on 

the radius with the hole. Replace the rheostat cap and 

simultaneously introduce the front end of the shaft into 
the friction washers and dial bushing. 

g. Rotate the cap so that its rotary contact termi-
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nal bisects the small angle between tl1e two terminals 
on the base of the rheostat. Replace and tighten the 
single screw. 

h. C-onnect one unknown terminal of a Wheatstone 
Bridge to the red wite and the orher unknown terminal 

to the wire rhat runs directly to the base terminal of the 
rheostat (nearer to the top of the bridge). Rotate the 

shaft by means of the external rear collar, and. iode .. 
pendently, rotate the dial on the shaft until, with a dial 
reading of 120, the measured tesistaru;e is: 

for the {jx OR lJ.G concrol: 18,400 ohms ±20 ohms 
(one wire turn) 

for the t;,n OR 1::.8 control; 2 3, 0 ohms :!:0, 2 ohms 
(one wire turn) 

i. Tighten the two dial set screws to restore the 

clearance noted in step a between the dial and its in .. 
dicator. 

j. Recheck the resistance value for a scale 

reading of 120, and, if satisfactory, resolder the red 
wiLe. 

6.4 PRELIMINARY TROUBLE.SHOOTING 
The apparent failure of the bridge to function 

properly may be due to sources outside the bridge. If 
initial balance cannot: be obtained! 

a_ Che"ck that thP gt<>n('rator is actually ar:plying 
an ac voltage to the G~f\HUATOie terminals, 

b. Check that the null detector responds with 
sufficient sensitivity and is not ovedoaded. 

c. Determine whether the unknown is open .. or 
shorr...circuited, as follows: 

(1) Measure the unknown with reversed opera· 

tion using the/:, controls (refer to paragraph 2. 7), 
(2) If identical initial and final Lx balances 

are obtained, the unkno~rn is essentially a short circuit. 

and Zx = 0 -t jO. 

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE 

(3} 1f identical initial and final Y :ro: balances 

are obtained, the unknown is essentially an open circuit, 

and ¥ x :; 0 t jO. 

6.5 ISOLATION OF DEFECTIVE COMPONENT 
Suspicion of defective components in the bridge 

network or faulty switching can often be verified from 

the following l·kc measurements with a vacuum""(ube 
voltmeter. Table 3 gives the ratio of the 1-kc voltage 
across each bridge arm to the voltage across the El:ener
aror diagonal QS when the comtots are adjusted to give 

either a normal or a reversed initial balance. The last 
two columns indicate how these voltages vary as the 
main control dials are given a right-band rotation (re
versed initial balance). The last line gives the ratio of 
the diag-onal voh:age QS to the generator voltage. 

TABLE 3 

Bddge Arms* 0.! kc 1 kc 10 kc X 011 G II Oil /J 

ST/QS 0.54 0.63 0.94 lncrease Decrease 

SV/QS 0.54 0.63 0.94 Decrease Increase 

QV/QS 0.75 0.40 0.068 Decrease Decrease 
l 

QT/QS 0.75 0.40 0.068 • Decrease I Decrease 

QS/Egen 0.18 0.24 0.25 j Decrease Decrease 

•The four vertices of the bridge can be identified as 
follows: 

a. Vertex Q is the common connection of the four 
ca:padtors Cl, C2, C3, and C4. 

b. Vertex T is the Jead connecttng the front 
terminals of Rll and C2. 

c. Vertex S is a common connection of the three 

resistors R9, RlO, and Rll. 
cL Vertex V is anchor terminal 6. 
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6~1. Rear interior view of the Type 16QJ .. A z.,y Oridge. 
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PARTS LIST 

DESCRIPTION PART NO. FMC MFG. PART NO. FSH 

CAPACITORS 

C1 Plastic, O.lOO!JF ±.25%, lOOV 4860·5200 24655 4860-5200 
C2 Plastic, O.lOOt.!F ±,25%, lOOV 0505·4760 24655 0505-4760 
C3 Plastic, 0.1576!-lF ±1%, !OOV 4860-5300 24655 4860·5300 
C4 Plastic, I-733pF ±1%. SOV 4860-4900 24655 4860-4900 
cs Plastic, l-733fJF ±1%, SOV 0505·4780 24655 0505-4780 
C6 Plastic, 0.7090!-lF ±1%, !OOV 4860·5000 24655 4860-5000 
C7 Plastic, 0. 7090!-IF ±1%, lOOV 0505·4770 24655 0505-4770 
C8 Mica, 200pF ±5% 4860-1900 81349 CM20D20lj 
C9 Mica, 240pF ±5% 4860-2000 81349 CM20D24lj 5910-101-4714 
C!O Mica, 750pF ±5% 4680·2900 81349 CM20D75lj 
Cll Mica, 1300pF ±5% 4740·0100 
Cl2 Mica, tSpF ±10% 4660·0500 76433 CM20Bl50K 5910-227-D814 
Cl3 · Mica, 130pF ±5% 4680-1600 81349 CM20D131j 
Cl4 Trimmer, l.S-7pF 4910·0300 72982 TS2ANPO, I.SpF 5910-950-1224 
CIS Trimmer, 7-45pF 4910-0100 72982 TS2AN200, 7-45pF 59!0·799-9275 
Cl6 Mica, lOOOpF ±5% 4680-3200 81349 CM20D102j 
Cl7 Mica, 240pF ±5% 4680-2000 81349 CM20D241J 5910-101·4714 
C18 Trimmer, S-20pF 4910-0400 
Cl9 Mica, 620pF ±5% 4680·2700 81349 CM20D621j 

RESISTORS 

R1 Potentiometer, 150n ~5% 0973-4020 24655 0973-4020 
R2 Potentiometer, 2.11 to 2.14Kfl 0433·4040 24655 0433-4040 
R3 Resistance strip, l.OSSKQ ±0.1% 0510-3750 24655 0510-3750 
R4 Potentiometer, 20Kf! ±5% 0973-4070 24655 0973-4070 
R5 Potentiometer, 20KD ±5% 0433-4050 24655 0433·4050 
R6 P()(entiometer, 160.1D ±0.05% 1603-0260 24655 1603-{)260 
R7 Resistance strip, 6KP. ±0.19f 0510·3770 24655 0510-3770 
R8 Resistance strip, 317.5D ±0.05% 0510-3780 24655 0510·3780 
R9 Resistance strip, 63.46n ±0.1% 0510-3790 24655 0510-3790 
RIO Resistance strip, 698.1n ±0.1% 0510-3800 24655 0510-3800 
Rll Resistance strip, 6.283Kn ±0.1% 0510-3810 24655 0510·3810 

TRANSFORMERS 

Tl 0578-9701 24655 0578-9701 

SWITCHES 

51 Rotary wafer 7890·0972 24655 7890-0972 
52 Rotary wafer 7890·0960 24655 7890·0960 
BINDING POSTS 

Jl BNC Type 4060-0100 24655 4060·0100 5940·626·9922 
}2 BNC Type 4060-0100 24655 4060-0100 
J3 BNC Type 4060·0100 24055 4060-0100 
]4 BNC Type 4060·1800 24655 4060-1800 5940-272-1464 
)5 BNC Type 4060-0100 24655 4060-0100 5940-626-9922 
J6 BNC Type 4060-0!00 24655 4060-0100 5940-626-9922 
J7 BNC Type 4060-HIDO 24655 4060-0100 5940-272-1464 
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PARTS LIST (cont) 

DESCRIPTION PART HO. FMC MFG. PART HO. FSH 

Patch Cord 0274-9880 24655 0274-9880 
Patch Cord 0874-94 

Patch Cord 0274-9880 24655 0274-9880 

Patch Cord 0874-%92 24655 0874-9692 

Foot 5250-0200 24655 5250-0200 

Dial Asm. Inductive Reactance 1603-0340 24655 1603-0340 
Knob - Inner control 5520-3500 24655 5520-3500 
Knob - Outer control 5520-2100 24655 5520-2100 5355-954-7040 

Dial Asm - Resistance 1603-0350 24655 1603-o350 
Knob - Inner control 5520-3500 24655 5520-3500 
Knob - Outer control 5520-2100 24655 5520-2100 5355-954-7040 

Dial +Knob Asm-Initial Balance 1603-0360 24655 1603-0360 
t:.X to AG 

Dial + Knob Asm - Initial Balance 1603-0370 24655 1603-0370 
.6.R to AB 

Feet - Quantity of 8 5260-1100 24655 5260-1100 

Handle 5360-0500 24655 S360-o5oo 

Indicators - 4 5470-0900 24655 5470-0900 6625-351-1405 

Knob - Frequency for Direct Reading 5500-1100 24655 5500-1100 5355-912-0009 

Knob - Initial Balance 5500-1100 24655 5500-1100 5355-912-0009 
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FEDERAL M.I.NUFACTURERS COOf 

f..,. FH••-* S..,,J1 C..U t.r W..•l•«-• C...l•ll"' tt ... .n....l.. H4-1 
(H_ .. CH.).....I:H4-l(CM,.MH-)u..,l-tNito ........ J-.1?67. 

c ... Mcnllfcclu<MS Ng,... .,..,j AddruJ c ... Mcm .. fac:t~r•n HelM Qflcl Ao:Yr.u c.o. 
OOIQ2 Jo~cs Mtg. Co .• Qu.::ago, lllinots 5l021 Sangarno E!c<:trh: Co., Spr!ngfJeld, ut. 62705 83033 
001'14 Wal~;co Ele<:tronics Corp .. Loft Angeles, CalU. S4:l94 Shallcross Mfg. Co., Selma, N.C. 
OO!J56 Acrovox Corp., New Bcd.!ord. Mass. 54115 Shure B.rothcn. hlc •• Evanston, 111. 80<31 
01009 Alden Products Co., Brod:ton, Mass. 5b189 Sprague Electric Co., N. Adllms, Mass. 80583 
Oll21 Alle!l·Bradley, Co., MHwauke<:, Wise. 59730 Thomas and Seas Co., Elizabeth, N. J. 07207 80740 
01295 Te~as lnstr>JmeMs, Inc., Dallas, Te~as 59875 TRW hlc. (Accessories Oi~). Cleveland. Otuo 81013 
02114 Fcrro~cu« Corp. or America, 6()399 Torrington Mfg. Co., Torrington, Conn. 81H3 

Saygcruca, N.Y. 12471 61637 Union Catbtdc Oup., New York, N.Y. toOJ1 81349 
02606 Fcnwal Lab. file., hfurton Grove, Jll. 61864 Unlted·Catr Faatener Corp., Booton, Masa. 81350 
02660 Amphenol Electronics Corp .. £lroadvicw, Ul. 63060 Vlctorccn lnatrurnent Co., Inc .• 81751 
02768 Fame~ Dtvlslon of IlL Tool Works. Cleveland, Ohio 811:131 

Des Plaines. lll. 60016 63743 Ward l..e<:>11ard Ele<:trh: Co., Mt. Vernon, N. Y 81860 
03508 G. E. Semlconduc!Or Products Dept., 65083 Westinghouse (Lamp Dl~). BIOQI'I\field, N. j, 

Syracuse, N, Y.l3201 "'"' Weston hlstruments, Weston.·Newark, 82'219 
03636 GrayOOrne, Yontera. N. Y. 107(!1 Newark, N. 1-
03888 Pyrofllm Resistor Co .. Cedar Knolls, N.J. """ Atlanttc~hldla Rubber Works, file., 82273 
03911 Clalr.;.x Corp.. New York, N. Y. 10001 Otlcago, m. 60607 82389 
0.00'> Arrow, Han and Hegeman Electric Co., 7\JS63 Amperlte Co., Un!m City, N. j, 07087 82M7 

Hartford, Conn. 06106 70903 Belden MJg. Co., Ollcago. JIL 60644 82807 
04713 Motorola Semi·CondYct Product, 71126 Bronson, Horner D., Co., Beacon falls, Conn. """ Phoenix, Ariz. 85008 71294 Canfleld, H. 0. Co., C1Uto11 F<:>rge, Va. 24422 83J86 
0517<> Engineer(!<;! Ele<:tnmlcs Co., Inc .. n<OO Bussman Mig. Otv. of Ml:Graw Edison Co., 

Santa Ana, Calif. 92702 St. Loo.ts, Mo. 53361 
05624 Barber~Colmao Co., Rockford, 111. 6ll01 71590 Centcalab, Inc., Mllwauk~. Wise. 53212 83587 
05820 Wakefield Eng., Inc., Wakefield, Maes. 01880 71666 Continental Carblm Co., tne .. New York, N. 'Y. 83740 
07l27 Eagle Signal Dtv. of E. W. Bliss Co., 71107 Coto Coli Co. lnc., PrOIIIdencc, R. I. 84411 

Baraboo, Wise. 71744 Ol.icago Miniature Lamp Worh, O!Jcago, UJ. 848JS 
07261 Avnet Corp., Cul~er City, Calli. 90230 71785 C!ncb t-.1!g. Co. and Howard S.Jonce Olv., 
07263 Fai«:hlld Camera and fllstrumfflt Corp., Chicago, m. 60624 84971 

Moyntaln VIew, Calli. 11813 Oalllell Corp., Ltd., Downey. Calif· 90241 . 86571 
07387 Birtcher Corp., No. Los Angelocs, Calif. 72136 Electro Motive M!g. Co., W!llrnington, Conn, 
07595 Amencan Semiconduct<Jr Corp., Arlington 72259 Nyuontcs lnc., Sed:elcy Heights, N.J. 07922 86tl84 

Heights. Ill. 60004 12619 Dlallghf C'J., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11237 
07828 &>dine Corp., Bridgeport, COM. 06605 71699 Geru:-ral hlstrurnent Corp .. Capacitor Dfv •• 81'>1100 
07829 Bodine Electric Co., 0\iCago, Ill. 60618 Newark, N. J. 07104 
07910 Continental Device Corp., Hawthorne, Calif. "12765 Drake Mfg. Co., ChJcago, 111. b0656 88140 
07983 State Labs Inc., N.Y .. N.Y. 10003 72825 Hugh H. Eby,lnc., Philadelpbla, Penn.l9l44 88219 
07999 Amphenol Corp .. Borg !Jist. Dlv., 71962 Elastic Stop t.'ut Corp .. umoo, N. J· 07083 88419 

Dela,an, Wise. 53115 72982 Erie Technological Products Inc., Erie, Penn. 
08730 Vcrnallnc Prod. Co,, Franklin Lakes. N.J. 7:l!J8 Beckman, tnc .. Fullerton, Calif. 92634 88627 
09213 General Electric Semiconductor, Jluffalo, N. Y. 734<15 Amperex Uc.:uonics Co., Hlo::itsvillc, N. Y. 89482 
09~08 Star·Tnmics Inc., Georgetovrn, Mass. 0183o 7355'1 Qldmg Elec:lric .Co., W. Hartford, Conn. 89665 
09823 Burgess Battery Co., Freeport, 111. 73690 Elco Resistor Co .. New Yoro<, N.Y. 90201 
09922 SllfTidy Corp., Norwalk, Conn. 06852 7.1899 J. F. D. E!ectronks Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. 90750 
11116 C.P.S. ot Berne, Inc., Berne, Ind. 467U 74l9J Heinemann El(.>Ctrh: Co., Tren«m, N.J. 90952 
115'>'9 0\andler Evans Corp., W. Hartford. Conn. 74861 Industrial Coodenscr C'Jrp., Qucago, Ill. 91032 
12498 Teledyn lm:., Crystalonks Div., 74970 E. F. johnson Co., Waseca, Minn. 56093 91U6 

Cambndge. Mass. 02140 750<12 JRC lm::., f'hilaJdphia, Penn. 19108 91293 
12672 RCA Comme«:ial Receiving Tube and Semi· 75J82 Kulka Elec1nc Corp., Mt. Vernon, N. Y 91598 

conductor Ow., Woodnd~. N.j. 75<1'il L~ fa~enc lndllstrial Elet:!ronks J~malca, N.Y. 9HiJ7 
12697 Clarostal Mfg. Co. Inc., Dover. N.H. 03820 75608 Linden and Co., Providence. R. I. 91662 
12954 D1ckson Elecnonks Corp .• Scottsdale, Ariz. 75915 Llttdf\JSC,lnc., Des Plaines, fll. 60016 91119 
13317 Soli! ron Dc•·ices, Tappan. N. Y. 1098.1 16005 Lord M!g. Co .. Eric, Penn. !6512 91929 
14433 liT Semiconductors. W. Palm Beach, Flonda 7hl49 Malloy Electric Corp., Detroit, Mich. 48204 92519 
H6:>S Con:ell Dub11ier Electric Co., Newark N.j. 76487 James M>llen Mfg. Co .. Malden,Mass. 02148 
14674 C',ormnx Glass Works. Con>ing, N. Y. 76545 Mueller Ele<:tnc Co., Cleveland, Oh:lo 44114 9267P. 
1<1936 Gctleral illstt'Ument Corp .. H1ck$vllle, N.Y. 76684 National Tllbe Co., Pittsburg, Penn. 
152.18 liT, Scmiconduuor Oiv. of 1nt. T. and T. 76854 Oak Mfg. Co .. Crystal Lake. ut. 93332 

Lawn."!lce, Mass. 771<17 Patton MacCuycr Co., Providence, R. I. 
15605 OJ!Ier·Hammer Inc., M!lwauk~. Wise. 53233 77166 Pass-Seymour, Syracyse, N.Y. 93916 
16037 Spruce Pine M1ca Co., Spruce Pine, N.C. 77263 Pierce Roberts Rubber Co., Trentoo. N. J. 94144 
l%44 LRC Electronics, Horseheads, New York 77339 Posili~e Lockwasher Co., Newark, N.J. 9415~ 
197(ll Electra Mfg. Co., flldependence, Kansas 67301 77542 Ray·O·Vac Co., Madison, Wise. 95076 
2l3JS Fafnir Bearing Co., New Brilon, Conn. 77630 TRW, Electronic Component Div., 95146 
24446 G. E. &henectady, N.Y. 12305 Cam~n, N. J. 08103 95238 
24454 G. E .. Electronic Comp., Syracm;c, N. '(. 77638 Gencralln<Strumenls Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y, 95275 
24455 G. E. (Lamp Oiv}, Ncla Park, Cleveland, Oh:lo 781$9 Shakeproof Oiv. of Ill. Tool Works, 95354 
24655 Genoral Radio Co., W. Concord, Mass 01781 Elgin, lll. 60120 95412 
26806 American Zettler Inc,, Cosu Mesa, Calif. 18117 Sigma lnstrumeots file., S. l':lratn!ree, Mas'S. 95794 
28520 Hayman Mfg. Co., Kenilwort~. N, J. 78488 Stackpole Carbon Co., St. Marys, Penn. 
28959 HoHman Electronics Corp., El Monic, Calif. 78553 Tinncrman Produc1s, Inc., Cleveland, Ohlo 960% 
30874 International &..siness Machines, Armonk, N.Y. 79089 RCA, Commercial Receiving Thbe and Semiw 96214 
32001 Jensen Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111. 60638 condYctor Oiv .. Harrism, N.J. %256 
35929 Constan1a Co. ot Canada Unuted, 79725 Wiremold Co., Hartl on!, Con.n. 06ll0 

Montreail9, Quebec 79963 Zierlck Mfg. Co., New Rochelle, N.Y. 96341 
37942 P, R. Mallory and C'.u. Inc., Indianapolis, lnd. 80030 Prestole Fas1encr Div. Bishop and Babcock %791 
38443 Marhn·Rockwe!l Corp., jamestown. N.Y. Corp., Toledo, Ohio 96906 
4()931 Honeywell tnc., Minneapolis, Minn. 55408 80048 Vtckers tnc. Electnc Prod. Oiv., 97%6 
42190 MYler Co., Chicago. m. 6Cltl38 St. l.ouis, Mo. 
42498 National Co. tnc .. Melrose. Mass. 02176 80U1 Electtunic Industries AssoC., Washington, D.C. 98291 
4.)9'<1 Nonna·Hotfman lkanngs Corp., &:liR3 Sprague Products Co., N. Adams, Mass. 98821 

Staniord, Conn. 06904 80211 Motorola file., frankhn Park, ttl. 60131 99180 
4967l RCA, New York, N.Y. 80258 Standard Oil Co., Lafeyetle,lnd. 99378 
<19956 Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mas9. 02154 80294 Bourn9 Inc., Riverside, Calif. 92506 99800 
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Monulrx;lu,.fs H- Qnd A.f,j,.u 

Melssoer Mfg., o,v, of Maguln lnduBtrleto,lnc. 
Moont Carmf:l, lllioots 

Air F1lter Corp., MilwaYkee, Wise. 53211 
Hammarhmd Co. fnc., New Yori::, N.Y. 
Beckman inslrumcots.lnc .. Fullerton, Calt!. 
Grayhllllnc., LaGrange, 111. 60S25 
Jsolantlle Mfg. Corp .. Stirling, N. j, 07910 
M1lilary Specifications 
joint Army·Nary Speclflcatlona 
Columbus Electronics Corp, YO!Ihra, N.Y. 
Pilton Co .• fiYshlng, L. J., N. Y 
Barry Controls Dlv. of Barry Wrl,sbt C'Jrp., 

Watertown. Maaa. 
Sylvania Ele<:trlc Products, lnc., (Eiectrnntc 

Thbe Oiv.), Emporium, Peru:!. 
lndlana Pattern Md "-Wdel Worlt;s, LaPort, Ind. 
Swltchcralt lnc .. Chicago, Ill. 60630 
Metals and C-:mtrola lnc., Attleboro, Mua. 
Milwaukee Re~lstor Co., Milwaukee, Wille. 
Carr Faetener Co .. Cambndgc, Mass. 
VIctory Engineering Corp (lVECO), 

Springfield, N.j. 07081 
Bearing Specialty Co., San fnnciBCo, Calif. 
Solar Ele<:trlc Corp., Warreo, Penn. 
Union Carbide Corp., New York. N.Y. 10017 
TRW Capadtor Div .. Ogallala, Nebr. 
Lehigh Mer.all'roducts Corp., 

Cambridge, Mass. OU.O 
TA Mtg. Corp., Loa An~les, Calif, 
Pre<:lslon Metal Products ot Malden Inc., 

Stoneham, Mass. 02180 
RCA (Eitx:trlcal Component an4 Devicee) 

Harrlson. N. J. 
Continental Elcc~ronlcs Corp. 

Srooklvn, N.Y. 11222 
Culler-Hammer Inc., Unco!Jl, lb. 
Gould Nat. Barterles hlc., Trenton, N.j. 
Cornell Oubiller Electric Corp., 

Fuq\Jlly•Varina, N.C. 
K and C Mfg. Co., New Yod:, N. '1. 
!loltzcr Cabot Corp., Boston, Mass. 
United Transformer Co., Chkago, HI. 
Mallory Capacitor Co.,lnd!anapolls,lnd. 

~::!~;eo~~~tt~-~~~ill~~~~~ 
Continental Wire Corp., York, Penn. li40S 
ITT Cannon Electric Inc .. Salem. Mass. 
Johanson Mfg. Co., Soon!:on, N.j. 07005 
Chandler Co., Wethersfield, Conn. 06109 
Dale Electronics Inc., Columbus, Ncbl'. 
Elco Corp .. W1llow Grove, Peon. 
Ge!lcrallns!rumenrs. Inc,. Dallas, Tau 
Honeywell Inc., Freq>ort.lll. 
Ele«ra lnwlation Corp .. Wood!ude, 

Long Island, N.Y. 
&!gerton, GenneshJusen and Grier, 

Boston, Mass. 
Sylvania Electric Produc19, Inc., 

Wob\Jrn, Mls5. 
Cramer l'rodtlCtS Co .• New York, N.Y. J0013 
Raytheon Co. CompNlents {)jv,, Quincy, Mus. 
TUng Sol Electric !ne .. Newark, N.J. 
Garde t-.Ug. Co., Cumberland. R. f. 
Alco Elecrronks t-.1!g. Co., t.awrer~ce, Mass. 
Cootinen!al Coonector Corp., Woods~. N. Y. 
Vltramon, Inc., Bridgeport. Conn. 
Methode Mfg. Co •• Chicago, Ill. 
General Electric Co., &heoectady, N.Y. 
Ansconda American Brasll Co .. 

Torrington, Conn. 
Hl-Q Div. of AerovOJt Corp., Orlean, N.Y. 
Texas lnstrumen!s Inc., Dallas, Texas 7Sl09 
TI!ordarson·Melssner Div. of McGuire, 

Mt. Carmel. 111. 
Microwave Associates file., Burlington, Ma.aa. 
Amphenoe Corp. jonesville, Wl$c. S3S4S 
Military Standards 
CBS Electronics OJV. of Coh.:mblto Broadcut~ 

Jog Systems, Danvers, M.!aoJ. 
Sealectro Corp., Mamaroneck. N.Y. 10544 
North Hills Electronics inc., Glen Cove, N, Y, 
Transltron Electronics Corp .• Melrose, Mus. 
Allee Corp., Winche$ter, Masa. 0189() 
Delevan Electron.ica Corp., E. Auron., N.Y. 
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rmmoer reT&rs fO the section. J ne seetion nearest 

the panel is l. the next sectlon bee~ Is 2,. etc. The 
ruaxt two diglh refer to the contoct, Corttoct 01 is 
the Hnt position clockwise frqm q s.trul screw {usv• 
oUy, the screw obove the locotirtg f<&yt and the other 
corrtoch: ore numbered seqtJenticUy (02, 03, 04, ete), 
proceeding clockwise Ground the sectiQn. A suffix F 
or R lndic:Otes that the contoc:t is on the front or rear 
of the aection, resp'I!Jctively. 

no~-------:~~====~------
uNK~<ow" 

wore· 

J 0 
LOW 

RES!SrAwCE IN OHMS 1/Nf.ESS 
OTHERWISE SPECI/'1£0 

1<' 1000 OHMS 
CAPACITANCE tN MICHOF'ARAOS 
IN/LESS OTHERWISE SPECII'IEO 

0 PANEL CONTROL LEO COMPONt·Nr 
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Figwe 6 .. j. 
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IJ()() Jlpf 

Schematic d•'• ugram. 
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BRIDGE INPUT IMPEDANCE AT IHJTJAL BALANCE. The variation of 
the input in,pethmce which exists at initial balance :across the vertices Q 

and S of the bridge, as fo and f are varied, is shown in the following table. 

10 I Z 

O.l·kc 0.1 kc 417·jl89 
0.1 kc I kc 75-j84 
0.1 kc 10 kc 60-j8.7 

I kc 0.1 kc IOBO-j53 
1 kc 1 kc 820- j330 
Ike 10 kc 410- j85 

toke 0.1 kc 6730· jl94 
!0 kc l kc 6150·jl750 
10 kc 10 kc l4!0-jl590 
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APPENDIX 1 

Construction Method to 

to 

Admittance values can readily be convened to im
pedance values (and vice versa) by a simple construe• 
tion method I. This procedure is especially helpful when 
the final measurement results are to be plotted rather 
than tabuJarizecl. 

To convert admittance to impedance: 

L Compute 106/G, and -106/B, (G, and B, in 
J.Lmho.s), and mark these points on the Z plane (see 

Figure A·l). 

2. Draw the line between these two points. 

3. With a square (or a construction) find the per
pendicular from this Jine through the origin. 

4. The intersection of the perpendicular and the 

line is z •. 
To convert z. to Y x compute 106/R. and -106/X •• 

plot these points on tbe Y plane~ and proceed with the 
construction described above. 

1E.W, Boehn~ ... The Graphical Sohttioo Qf Linear Networksn, AlEE 

p11per. General Mv!riog, faH, 1962. 

to 

CONSTRUCTiON TO GET Zw 
FROM lQ! AND-~ 

Sx e;-

Figurp A-1. 

Construction for c.oTtverting admittance components 1o 
impedance components. 

29 
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APPENDIX 2 

The following equations can be 
impedance components to admittance 
vice versa: 

z. (in ohms) toY x (in ,umhos) 

z 2 
X 

Y 1 {in ,umhos) to z. (in ohms) 

R • • X 2 + B 2 y 2 c. X X 

-w6n -w6 n 
X • X 

X 
G 2 + B 2 y 2 

X X • 
~ 

Transfer 

used to convert 
components and 

(38) 

{39) 

(40) 

(41) 

The storage factor, Q •' the tangent of the phase angle 

eX by which the applied VOltage leads the input CUrtent~ 
can be computed by: 

30 

Equations 

(42) 

The dissipation factor~ the cotangent of the same angle, 

can be computed by: 

(43) 

The power factor. the cosine of the same angle, can be 

computed by~ 

The parallel resistance 
can be computed by: 

Rxp = w6 ·~ 
Gx x 

-1o6 2 

xx:p = 
ll, XX 

(44) 

R(l+Q2} 
X X (45) 

• X (l + D 2J X X (46) 
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APPENDIX 3 

VOLTAGES ACROSS THE UHKHOWN AT FINAL BALANCE. 

An approximation to the voltages existing across the unknown after the 
final balance has been made may be cotnputed from the following equations, 
in which E (generator) must be limited to a maximum value stipulated in para .. 
graph 2.1. 

a. 'iben the unknown is measured as an impedance1 Zx: 

E (Unknown) = 
E (Generator) 

z, 

b. When the unknown is measured as an arlmiuaru:e, Y x; 

E (Unknown) = 
E (Generator) 

(47) 

(48) 

In these equations w is in radians per second and the numerics C, m, Gb, and 
C 3 , in terms of the setting of the selector switch, have the following values: 

Selector Switch 
Settin~r 

c m Gb c. 
X 0.! 87.7 x w·9 329 x m·6 159.2 x w·4 1741 X 10·9 

X J.Q 41.7 x w·9 14.55 X 10-1) 15.92. 1o·4 175.8 x to·9 

X J0 6.68 x w·9 5.67 X 10•6 1.592. 10·4 1s.1s x w·9 

These equations assumt- rhat thf' voltage <ICtoss rhe bddge verti<:es Q 
and Sis one fourth of the generator voltage. Actually, EQS may be somewhat 

less than ~ due to transform(>r tosses. If the exact value of the voltage 

on the unknown is reguired, it shoulJ be measured with a high-impedance 
electronic voltmeter. 

31 




